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Research Description: 
I am doing my PhD in the Integrated Program in Neuroscience, under Dr. Petrecca's supervision. My 
research investigates the origin of glioblastoma using tissue culture techniques and single cell 
sequencing.  
 
Why did you decide to pursue both MDCM and PhD degrees? What are your career aspirations? 
Modern medicine is advancing very rapidly with the emergence of AI and other methodologies for big 
data. I felt that the MDCM-PhD program would prepare me well to take on a leadership role 
spearheading collaborations between the medical and scientific communities. I will be better equipped 
to take on the challenge of harnessing big data to contribute to medical advances.  
 
Why did you choose to study at McGill University? 
I chose McGill because it offers high quality medical training and the Integrated Program in 
Neuroscience is one of the top training programs in its field. Furthermore, McGill's MDCM-PhD program 
offers plenty of support and resources for its student and there is a lively and welcoming student 
community.  
 
What aspect of the MD-PhD program do you enjoy the most or are looking forward to? 
The aspect I enjoy the most is the supportive culture among the student community. There is always 
someone willing to lending a helping hand.  
 
What advice do you have for incoming MDCM-PhD students? 
Collaboration is important because no one is an expert in everything; be open to working with others! 
McGill's MD-PhD program has a supportive culture so don't be shy to ask for help. 
 
What do you like to do in your spare time? 
When I am not in the lab, I can be found jogging around Angrignon park, practising archery, playing 
frisbee, or trying out new stir-fry recipes at home! 
 

 


